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Abstract

Identity hasbeen frequently conceptualized as a set of attributes a person

processes (Faith 2007:3). However, the cyber-worldofFacebook has brought a new
focus ofhow people construct their identities online, demonstrating that identity is not
just a process or list of attributes, but rather a dramatic performance in which one's

identity neverremains static - it is constantly undergoing construction (Ethier and Deaux
1994:243). According to SociologistErving Goffman, performance is "all the activity of
a given participant on a given occasion which serves to influencein any way any of the

other participants" (Goffman 1959:15). With this in mind, the concept of identity in
Goffman's view is a performance that is deliberately engaged in, but not a constant
conscious perception (Faith2007:4). Because ofits easy-to-use and fast-paced digital

features, Facebookhas become an efficient toolin thisform ofidentity exploration in
which users actively engage in the social discourse ofinstant validation (i.e. publishing
one's image inhopes of receiving instant andpositive feedback). While instant validation
can occur both online and offline, it is important to explore whether Facebookhas

changed the way people engage in that behavior. Furthermore, I
will examinehow instant

validation is played in Facebook, and determine how it is used in online identity
construction.
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Research Methodology

Since the focus of this paper concerns identity and performance, the inclusion of
Facebook users' personal encounters and stories regarding their cyber-lives lends
credence and insight to my research. Ten University of Texas undergraduates ranging in
ages 18-22 were interviewed in coordination with the Institutional Review Board

protocol. Questions pertained to their Facebook usage and performance. The students, all
of whom are Facebook users, represented diverse backgrounds (racial, gender, ethnic,
and sexual orientation). Also, in order to protect confidentiality, all informants' names
have been changed.
Although their comments recorded for this paper do not reflect the entire UT

Facebook population, their narratives do indicate the power of Facebook on identity
construction and performance. Ihope that more research will be done on this subject in
the future so that we can better understand why andhow social networking sites have
become an important feature in young people's lives.
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Chapter

One

An Introduction to Facebook
The Emergence of SocialNetworking Sites and the Origins ofFacebook

I
findFacebook to be a strange andnew thing; it's just so easy to do.
-Maria
The advent of theinternet has produced a multitude of changes in how people in
some societies conduct their daily lives. Trips to the mall have been cut down, the time
spent laboring away with bills and checkbooks has become antiquated, andusing the

telephone to talk and socialize with friends has changed, allbecause the internet

substitutes these actions with much more streamlined anduser-friendly programs. Now,
one can skip the stores and buy online, pay one'sbills with computer-mediated electronic

transfers, and manage one's sociallife with just the click of a mouse. In relatively recent
terms,management

of a social life has evolved tremendously withthe internet revolution,

producing a new digital universe known as the social networking site.

Social networking sites (SNSs) are among the most visited websites on the
internet, gathering a membership base that rivals most countries. The context for which

these sites are used can vary,but they are mainly orientedtowards the maintenance of
social connectionswith others (offline friends, family, co-workers, etc.), and can beused
as a tool for proliferating one's self. Ellison, Steinfeld, and Lampe, authors of a study on
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SNS's role in social capital, state "social network sites allow individuals to present

themselves, articulate their social networks, and establish or maintain connections with
others" (2007, vol. 12). In many instances, online SNSs can also bridge people together
with complete strangers, presenting a very new form ofinternet socializing, whereas
one's anonymity has largely been lost in the SNS world.
One ofthe first SNSs to gain ground was Friendster. Originally constructed as a

dating site in whichusers could only contact friends of friends, its popularity with young
adults soared in its early years (Ellison et al. 2007, vol. 12). By 2002, membership grew

in the millions, asusers sent out "invites" for friends to join. Today, the site records
around 50million users (Pipi), with a majority registered in East Asiancountries
(Lipsman 2007). The high East Asian demographic, mostly in China and Korea, is

attributed to the several foreign language versions launched in early 2002, which
continue to grow strong (Sloane 2007). However, since 2003, after declining a reported
thirty million dollar buyoutby Google Inc. (Arlington 2006), what many observers

described as an unwisebusiness move, Friendster's appeal in theUS has steadily
declined while a similar SNS, MySpace, has grown considerably.

Originally designed as an outlet for music enthusiasts, MySpace officially
launched in 1999 and has since evolved into a far reaching community ofpeople
representing different countries, cultures, and generations.Users have a greater amountof

control over their profile, allowing them to personalize their pages by uploading art as
their background or adding a favorite song to theirmedia player. This sort of
customization feature is unique to MySpace in the SNS world, withmany users

highlighting this to be the reason they prefer it over other such sites.Its global appeal has
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alsomade it one ofthe most popular SNSs as it allows anyone with a working email

address, anywhere in the world, the ability to become a member. Today, the site boasts an
incredible 200million registeredusers, and currently holds the title of "sixthmost visited
site in the entire world-wide-web" (Alexa). In 2005, Rupert Murdoch's media
conglomerate News Corporation(parent company ofthe New York Post, Fox News,
among others) purchased MySpace for little over half a billion dollars, making it one of

the first SNSs to havebeen bought out by a major corporation. With MySpace'snew
found fortunes and its firm standing in a niche market designed for a diverse group of
users, a similar site known as Facebook found its way in thenetworks of college

campuses.
Facebook's Infancy

The beginnings of such an influential centerpiece on college students began in a

fitting place: founderMark Zuckerberg's Harvard dorm room. Althoughmuch ofthe
media attentionhas been focused on Zuckerberg, he did not create it alone. He hadthe
help ofseveral ofhis Harvard classmates, andhe also received technical training from

assisting other SNSs, notably ConnectU.com. Yet, he alonehasbecome a poster-child of
Generation V's ingenuity with digital technology.
With the help offellow Harvard students Chris Hughes and DustinMoskovitz,
Facebook successfully launched in February 2004. Within 24 hours,1,200 Harvard
studentshad signed up, and after one month, over half of the undergraduate population
had a profile (Phillips 2007). The name itselfis derived from college directory booklets,
other wise known as a "facebook," published on college campuses containing
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information and portraits of entering freshmen. Facebook simply took that concept and
streamlined it for the digital world, allowing members to keep andupdate a profile
containing their names, school, major, age, sex, relationship status, political leanings, etc.

Another key feature in Facebook is the ability to add "friends," similar to MySpace and
Friendster.
After much success on Harvard's campus, Facebook expanded to otherschools in
theIvy League (Facebook Press). Inkeeping with the idea of a closed community, only
students using "edu" email addresses couldbecome members. So essentially,Facebook
became just as exclusive as its member schools. By the end ofthe year, as the company's

popularity continued to climb, Zuckerberg dropped out ofschool and movedFacebook's
headquarters to Palo Alto, California, situating itself among the heavyweights of Silicon
Valley (Yahoo Í, Ebay, Adobe, etc).
Eventually, as more students from selectedinstitutions signed up, wordofmouth

aboutFacebook began to virally expand all over theUS.Networks were opening in
colleges as far north as Alaska and as far south as Brownsville, Texas (Facebook Press).

In 2005, institutions in Puerto Rico and Canada joined the ranks, as well as several
community colleges throughout theUS (Facebook Press). Later, the service expanded
overseas to Australia and New Zealand, andby the end of 2005, nearly 2,000 colleges
were represented on the site (Ellison et al. 2007, vol. 12). The growth did not stop there.
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Facebook's Exponential Growth

1

1

Graph courtesy of Stephen Abram(2007).
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In fact, much of what makes Facebook a fascination among social commentators and

technology bloggers alike comes from its seemingly endless exponential growth
(Lipsman2007). There are many reasons this has occurred: early investment, sound

business strategies, partnerships with leading software engineers, etc. One striking factor

in its growth comes from its continuous expansion in key niche communities. As stated,
the end of 2005 saw over 2,000 colleges from the US, Canada, Australia, andNew
Zealand gain access. However, the following year Facebook began toying with the idea
of adding a high school format to the mix, which would allow users as young as 13

membership privileges. This proposal was met with fierce opposition from college
members, who not only saw thismove as an infringement on their Facebook sovereignty,
but also a cheap attempt to gain popularity inuntapped resources (Facebook 2005).
Several petition drives were drafted hoping to persuade Facebook to withdraw these
plans, however, with little considerationFacebook remainedundeterred. This is one of

the first examples ofhow users, many of whom did not know one another offline,

gathered together for acommon cause against controversialFacebook proposals.
Unfortunately for them, the high school version successfully launched inearly 2006.

With the arrival of a new demographic of young internet users (some as young as

13, theminimum age for Facebook registration), issues of safety became serious a
concern for parents. Because ofFacebook'shistorical closed network features, there is an
even greater chance that one would know an online friend offline. But, since it is a closed

network, parental access is much more difficult, if not impossible (Goodstein 2007). For
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these reasons, the decision was made to keep both versions, college andhigh school,
separate. Facebook's marketing director, Randi Zuckerberg , explains:

We definitely wanted to make it so that a grad student at the college could not
meet a high school freshman girl. So they're totally different; high

school

members can't get on the college site and college kids can't get on the high
school site. (Goodstein 2007:58)

However, problems regarding this system have come to light. For instance, recent high
school grads discovered their newly upgraded college profiles did not allow them to
correspond with their remaining high school friends, andvice versa. Zuckerberg admitted

.

the system was not perfect, saying, "We have gotten complaints. .but I
thinkit's a smart
thing to separate them" (Goodstein 2007:58). However, the format did not last long.

After a few months went by, and an inbox full of angry emails, Facebook
amended its segregationpolicy. Now, high school students can add non-high school
members in the same way college students add one another. Thebasic format of the high
school site remains a carbon copy ofits college counterpart. But since the required "edu"
email does not apply to high school students, the closed-community feelFacebook once
enjoyed has been damaged to a degree.Anti-high school sentiment continued in forms of

groups and petitions, which stillremain strong to this day. However, with open access
comes theproblem withonline predators.

With so many studentsunder the age of 18 signingup for this service,parents,

educators, and even the government sector have become concerned over indecent
solicitations ofminors by sexual predators. This has become a highly reportedproblem in
Sister of CEO andFounder,Mark Zuckerberg
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many SNSs, but how much of a problem is subject to interpretation. Reports of teenagers

and young adults meeting strangers onlinehavebeen common, with one study finding
that fourteen percent of teenage SNS users later meet face to face withpeople known
solely online (National Center for Missing andExploited Children).However, the report

does not stipulate how these individualsknew one anotherbefore corresponding online
and what forms ofmeetings took place. For instance, they could be strangers in the sense
they have never met, but at the same time they could have common friends, which would

be characterized a little different from complete strangers. In fact, many SNSs, including

Facebook, have "friends of friends" functions -a function that allows auser to access
their friends' friends accounts as well as the ability to message them.But keep in mind

that, as academic reports indicate, such meetings are in the minority. The majority of
users maintain a profile for practical purposes: keeping in contact with old friends,

maintaining new relationships made offline, and articulating their identity.

Anastasia Goodstein, authorof Totally Wired argues that such solicitationsby
complete strangers are rare, with only a small fraction ofminors responding to such
messages (2007). The only time the general public hears of a child being kidnapped,

molested, and/or killed by an online predator is throughhighly orchestrated and
sensationalist media outlets. We forget that there are millions ofusers on these sites, and
that the chancesof a child being whisked away by an online predator is very remote.

However, privacy measures are one of the main selling points of any SNS, andFacebook
does provide such settings that can reassure most parents and users alike. Because of this,
it is understandable why Zuckerberg was so enthusiastic about keeping the college and
high school formats separate. Upon the failure ofthe segregationpolicy, Facebook's
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privacy settings were changed to accommodate a more user friendly tone. For example,

one'sprivacy controls can now be made to restrict profile access as well as access to
photo albums and one's friend list. This feature has remained relativelyunchanged.
Global Expansion

With the high school format firmly established, andmembership steadily rising,
several high tech industry titans took notice.Investment by independent entities has
become a very common occurrence at Facebook Headquarters, as evident with the 12.8
million dollars received by AccelPartners inearly 2005. These early investments from
venture capitalists helped ensure the steadygrowth ofthe site during its infancy.

Consequently, the same year of these investments, the officialurl name switched from

"thefacebook.com" to simply "facebook.com" after the company paid a reported 200,000
dollars (Williams 2007). However, for what Facebook is worth, these investments and
spending are effectively pocket change. In early February 2006, closed-door offers from
industry giants began to trickle through the media, with reports ofoffers exceeding well
past MySpace's 580million dollar buyout (Rosenbush2006). In fact, Yahoo! Inc. put out

a one billion dollar cash bid (Zuckerberg 2008). With what appeared to be a looming end
to Facebook's triumphant status as a private company, many observers and users felt

Facebook would become another casualty of corporate expansion, much like in

MySpace's case. Instead, Facebook declined the offers, andfocused on gathering smaller
investments from technology firms, notably Microsoft's purchase of1.6 percent of the
company for 240million dollars in 2007 (Zuckerberg 2008). This would mean

Facebook's worth, according to Microsoft, is around 15 billion dollars, which observers

regard as "wildly unrealistic" (Zuckerberg 2008). However, the devoted attentionby so
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many powerful investors has cementedFacebook as one ofSilicon Valley's elite. As of
early 2008, the company stillremains private.

Aside from heavy interest by technology conglomerates and several high dollar

bids, a new measure that would radically change Facebook's format was announcedin
early 2006: opening the doors for the general public. This did not catch many by surprise.

Rather, with all the vested interest by Yahooand Microsoft, this expansion was viewed as
inevitable. On September 11, 2006, Facebook officially opened its doors to the entire
global internet community (Jesdanun 2006). As with the introductionof high school

students, the complete open-door policy was met withharsh criticism and organized
campaigns by veteranusers, many of whom regardedFacebook as having sold out. The

group, Facebook is For College Students, Notfor anyone with an email, duh, highlights

this dismay. A message posted on the wall of the group exclaims, "IfIwanted to be
only want to be stalked by college
stalkedby ANYONE, Iwould joinMyspace, but I

students!" (Facebook 2006). In another group, students organized a plan to delete their
accounts en masse in response to the public expansion. The group's introduction

explains:
This is a group for those who are fedup withFacebook's plans to go public and
believe that a public Facebook will be one with drastically diminished usefullness
[sic]. It is different from the many other groups that exist for the same purpose,

because inasmuch as joining a group constitutes an "official commitment,"
members ofthis group make the commitment to delete their profiles ifFacebook
goes forward with its plans. It is our hope that pressure from users andthe threat

of a drastically decreaseduserbase willpersuade Facebook to keep the service
private. While Facebook has offered enhancedprivacy controls, they have gone
public as of Tuesday, September 26.Remember that if youdelete your profile you
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should also post in the message board to record your former existance [sic] on
facebook. (Facebook 2006)
This group, as of February 2, 2008, had388members. After checking the membership

list,it is apparent only a small number of users actually deleted their profiles (a deleted

profile can bedetermined whether or not theprofile has an active link attached to it).
Ironically, two years after the fact, the group stillhas an active membership base, with

frequent wall postings andupdated messages. However, not everyone protested
Facebook's open policy. In fact, many users welcomed the change, andthere were good
reasons to. The open community allows more people from all over the globe the chance
at participating and representing their unique backgrounds. This is evident with the influx

ofinternational users, many of whom were unable to participate before because their
university did not have an established network on Facebook. Also, the open format

allowed for an older generation of people the chance

at using the

service.

The onslaught ofnewly registeredusers following the 2006 general public
takeover also brought on the introductionof a feature called a "Newsfeed." This function
appears on users' homepage and contains recent information about their friends: newly
joined groups, changes inrelationship status, uploadedpictures, etc. Accompanying the

Newsfeed is the "Mini-feed" feature. Located in the users profile itself, theMini-feed
updates changes made to the individual's profile in a list format. Items can be deletedby
users at their discretion, however completely removing oneselffrom theNewsfeed and

Mini-feed systems have not yet been worked out. Even the deletionofitems in theMinifeed doesnot guarantee they willnot appear in a friend'sNewsfeed. Privacy advocates
have questioned whether this tool goes too far, stating that users could unintentionally
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broadcast private information without even knowing. As before with the implementation
ofhigh school students and with the general public, protests became widespread in the
incantationof groups. One particular group, Students AgainstFacebookNews Feed,
reached a membership of over 750,000 users, representing a sizeable chunkof
Facebook's population (Facebook Statistics). The sheer size ofthe group did present
Facebook with an interesting dilemma: risk alienating a large population of users by

ignoring their grievances, or engage in some form of dialogue. In an indirect way of
addressing the petition, Facebook amended some ofits security features, allowing users
to have more control oftheir privacy, while simultaneously allowing Facebook to

continue promoting the Newsfeed and Mini-feeds. This compromise became one ofthe
first major responses made by Facebook to its users. The second, and most recent, comes
from a much more controversial program called "Beacon."
One question that lingers in themind of most people unfamiliar withFacebook
wouldbe how it generates revenue, enough that can warrant billion dollarbids from

corporations suchas Yahoo. Since the site is completely free to join anduse, advertising
hasbecome its primary method ofincome (Zuckerberg 2008).Knowing that switching
the site to a premium service would essentially be the kiss of death,Facebook has tried to
capitalize as much as it can through innovative advertising methods. Some ofthese

methods, as in the case of Beacon, havebecome a controversial fixture in the digital
community. Beacon is a service which partners with consumer-based websites (Ebay,

Blockbuster, etc) in which the Customer's buyinghistory is shared with his or her
Facebook friends. For example, if a Facebook user bought a shirt from a Beacon site, a
The customer must be registered with Facebook
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notification wouldbe sent to Facebook, telling them ofthe purchase. Facebook would
then notify theuser's friends through the Newsfeed. Zuckerberg describes it as a personal
endorsement (Zuckerberg 2008). However, Beacon'smain criticism stems from the

inability to opt-out of the system, and critics argue it is an unnecessary invasion of a
person's privacy. Users have also commentedthat Beaconhas made Facebook over-

commercialized. In response to criticism, Mark Zuckerberg states, "I actually think that
this makes itless commercial. Imean, what would you rather see? A banner ad from
Bloomingdale's or that one of your friends bought a scarf?" (2008).
Only months after being introduced, Beacon backfired tremendously after several

major advertisers threatened to leave, citing privacy concerns as justification. Among
those also feeling the direct effects were Facebook members. As reported by Leslie Stahl,
one notable incident occurred when a man bought a diamond ring for his wife and his

subsequent surprise was ruined when Beacon sent out notifications to his friends and wife
onFacebook (Zuckerberg 2008). Theseinitial problems with Beacon prompted

Zuckerberg to issue a statement of apology:

About a month ago, we released a new feature calledBeacon to try to help
people share information with their friends about things they do on the web.

We've made a lot ofmistakes building this feature, but we've made even more
with how we've handledthem. We simply did a bad job with this release, and I

apologize for it. While Iam disappointed with our mistakes, we appreciate all
the feedback we have received from our users. (2007)

Industry experts saw this as a major failure for Zuckerberg, as in the case ofKara

Swisher, a former technology writer for the Wall Street Journal. Swisher regards the
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mistake in Beacon was simply "doing it" and not making swift changes when problems
occurred (Zuckerberg 2008). As ofnow, members have the ability to completely disable
theprogram. But since Facebookrelies so heavily on advertising for its revenue, new
programs are sure to be implemented in the future. Whether this creates a new storm of
controversy depends highly upon how Facebook structures its new advertising

campaigns.

FutureOutlook and Legal Troubles

With its worldwideuser-base and steady investments, Facebook' s future appears
to be set quite well. Questions regarding the company's private status and plans of going

public havebecome a new sensationafter Microsoft's hefty investment. When asked

whetherhe plans to take his company public in 2008, Zuckerberg declares, "I think what
I
can announce is that itis highly unlikely that we will go public in 2008...and when

going public makes sense to do, we'll do that. And maybe that's two years out;maybe it's

three years out" (2008). Thoughonly 23, Zuckerberg sounds like a well seasoned CEO of
any Fortune 500 company. And that fact is even harder to believe: a 23 year old college

dropout creating and heading a multi-billion dollar company, 4 and doing so in such a

short period of time. But could he have done this all on his own, with his ideas alone?
Recently, a similar SNS called "ConnectU" (also founded by Harvard students) has filed
a lawsuit claiming Zuckerberg stole their ideas by using the format and source code from

their site. ConnectU argues that Zuckerberg was given access to their code whenhe
Estimated; no exact figures released to public due to companybeingprivate.
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briefly helped them complete the computer programming for their site. With his inside
knowledge on ConnectU'sbackground information, Zuckerberg hasbeen accused of
simply copying the ideas for Facebook. Thelawsuit is still pending, but Zuckerberg and

company regard these accusations as false with no evidence to back up the claims

(Zuckerberg 2008).
Even in light ofthese allegations, Facebook continues to go strong. According to

TechCrunch, "about 85 percent of students inpreviously supported colleges have a
profile on the site. Ofthose who are signed up, 60 percent login daily. About 85 percent
login at least once a week, and 93 percentlogin at least once a month." Chris Hughes,

spokesman for Facebook, states, "People spend an average of 19 minutes a day on

Facebook" (Arrington 2005). On a given day, an average of 250,000 people register with
the site; every week sees a three percent rise in membership (Facebook Press). As stated

before, membership levels in Facebook dorival most country's populations. With the
new active involvement in protests and community engagementhighlighted by

Facebook's changes in policy as well as the inclusion ofpeople around the globe,
Facebook has become its own sovereign world.Its future certainly is not set in stone, but
with such a vested interest by so many segments of society, it is certainly here to stay.
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Chapter

Two

Traversing theLinks: Navigating Facebook's Features
In 1983, well before the introductionof SNSs and thehigh performing internet

technology of today, the book Computers, Teaching andLearning outlined the benefits of
computers in education.In discussing how computers shouldbe made to impact a larger

proportion of people, the authors list the goals to be reached:
-Programs shouldbe user-friendly. That is, educationalsoftware shouldnot

require aPh.D. just to understandhow to make it run properly. Mistakes should
not be fatal (i.e., cause theprogram to stop running).

- Programs shouldbe interesting. That is true for any educational media,
although some topics are harder to make interesting than others.
-Programs shouldbe well organized, use goodlearning principles, and provide

feedback to students.
-Programs that make extensive use of graphics displays, figures, tables, and
charts are usually more interesting than programs which rely solely on printed

material.
(Dixonetal. 1983:183)
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Even with all the changes and evolution of the personal computer, these principles are

universallyprescribed in all SNSs. Imagine ifFacebook did not offer user-friendly
service or a well organized format. The site would simply not have caught on and gained
such an enormous user-base. With thisin mind, a thoroughunderstanding ofFacebook's
processes and functions lend vital support to the reader, and since a large portion of

potential readers are not familiar with Facebook, it is necessary to provide a
comprehensive guide illustrating the various terms and applications present inFacebook.

SigningUp
Registration has evolvedsince 2004 -first requiring users to have an "edu" e-mail
address (only when site exclusively served college students), then allowing high school
students to join with similar verification methods, and finally in mid 2006 allowing
anyone with a valid email address to join.

The process of signing up requires little-to-no advanced computer skills. This
insures that computer novices and first-time internet users alike will have the chance at

joining. To sign up, one must enter an e-mail address as well as enter his or her name.
Optional informationincludes various background information (hometown, employer,
university, age, picture, etc) which allow for a more personalized profile. Ifa registrant
uses an "edu" email address from a recognizedcollege or university, then the profile will

be automatically assigned to the registrant's school (ex: a utexas.eduaddress will be
assigned to the University of Texas network). Otherwise, a registrant willneed to choose
a network (typically theuser's hometown, country, or employer).
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Login Page

Received written permission to use; courtesy ofFacebook.
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Profile Page
The profile page is the portal and startingpoint for any Facebook user; it is a user's
beacon of individuality, personalization, and self-promotion. Aside from variations in
background and icon displays, theprofile format remains relatively the same as with

other SNS's. A typicalprofile consists ofthe user's: name, age, picture, friend list,
network (their school or hometown), and former high school (ifapplicable). Many users
expand these profiles to include much more information, sometimes highly personal

information such as a home address or phone number. In fact, it is not uncommon for
users to leave highly sensitive information on their profile page. For example, Ellison et

al. reported that more than 25 percent ofusers reported listing their cell phone number
(2007, vol. 12).

The format ofthe profile is universal, and while one can upload personal
pictures, notes, and applications, its overall look does not differ betweenFacebook users.

In MySpace, much ofits fanfare centers around its personalized pages in whichusers can
change their backgrounds, add music, upload their blog, and link Youtubevideos creating a high variation in profile pages. For a long time MySpace heldthis distinction,

but with the rush ofpublic users following the 2006 expansion, Facebook introducednew
features that would allow users to further customize their profile. Such features include:

graphic wall posts (allowing friends to post drawings to the wall), Youtubevideo links,
and interactive games.
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Author's Homepage

Received written permission to use; courtesy ofFacebook.
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Author's Profile Page

Receivedwrittenpermission to use; courtesy of Facebook.
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"Friending"
The term "friending" has become an important termnot only inFacebook, but in other
SNSs as well. Friends are the central tenet to an SNS's existence; without them,
Facebook nor any other SNS could exist, just like a town not being able to exist with one
person.
Thebasic concept of "friending" is rather simple. By using either the "search"
function or by simply browsing, a user can add another as a "friend" by clicking on a
specialized link next to the member's listing. After the link has been clicked, a

notification is sent to the requested friend. The request can be either accepted or denied
by the click ofthe mouse. If a friendship is accepted, then a notification will be sent back
to the user; however, ifthe friendship is denied, no notification will be sent. As one

accumulates friends, theprofile will organize them according to their school andnetwork
affiliations.

Groups
Groups are virtual organizations in which users can join,manage, and even promote. A
group's content can be of any subject; however, the subject must abide by Facebook
policy(pornography, spam, andracism is not allowed). Before Facebook's expansion,
users could only create and join groups within their school'snetwork. This meant that a
user from Michigan State could not joina group made by a user from UT.However, in

2006, Facebook introduced "global groups" which allow any user the ability to join,

regardless ofnetwork affiliation (FacebookPress). With global groups, the opportunity
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for large numbers ofusers to participate in a single group opened up, allowing for record

growth in group membership. For example, the group entitled "The Largest Facebook
Group Ever" has reached a membership of over one million (Facebook). Though this

particular group emits ratherinnocuous tones, with the2008 presidential campaign
season underway, political campaigns have utilized global groups in hopes of gathering
support from young voters (Przybyla2007). In fact, everymajor candidate, from the

Democratic and Republican Party, has a group, withmembership numbers ranging from
3,150 for Mike Gravel to 500,000 for Barack Obama (Facebook).

In thebook Bowling Alone: The Collapse andRevival ofAmerican Community,
author Robert Putnam describes how today's Americans have become disconnectedfrom
association: community, family, friends, and even democratic institutions (2000). With so
much community andpolitical involvement in Facebook groups, perhaps today's
generation of Americans instead choose online associationsinstead of offline, which can

then contribute to the limited social participation as described by Putnam. However, it is
not fully understood whether Facebook groups are a mere substitutionfor offline social

participation, or rather, a starting point whichleads to real-life association.
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Variations inGroups

8

UT's Departmentof Anthropology Facebook Group; received written permission to use; courtesy of
Facebook.

Variations in Groups

9

A highly vocal group protesting the inclusion of highschool students onFacebook received written
permission to use; courtesy ofFacebook.
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Events
Events are similar to groups in that they are postings created by users in order to promote

parties, organize meetings, rallies, etc. The event format includes the date, time, location,
host's name, and listing ofinvited guests. When an invitation is sent, a notification
appears in the user's home page. Then, the user has the choice of clicking on either
"attending," "maybe attending," and "not attending."Upon selecting their choice, users

have the ability to browse the guest listings in order to see who will be attending and who

will not. The events feature has become an effecient tool in supplementingposters and
paper postings.(See examples on next page)

Networks
A network is the virtual community a user belongs to in Facebook.For college students,
their network istheir university; for other users, theirnetwork can be their hometown,
high school, or job (ex: Apple, Ernst and Young, etc.). Users belonging to the same

network can access each other'sprofiles, even without being friends. However, due to
privacy concerns, many users have changed their profile settings, restricting access to just

their friends.

Marketplace
Muchlike a newspaper's classified ads, the Marketplace is where users can post items for

sale, search jobs, and place wanted ads. As of 2008, the service is free to use.
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Rally for Republican candidate for President,Ron Paul; received written permission to use; courtesy of
Facebook.
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Events

Invitation for a college party, complete with live music; received writtenpermission to use; courtesy of
Facebook.
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The Wall
Located in theprofile, the wall allows users to postmessages for others to see. Unlikethe
messaging system, the wall can be viewed by friends and, ifprivacy controls allow,

fellow networkmembers. When a user makes a wall posting, a notification appears in the

Newsfeed, alerting friends of the posting. Once a wall posting is made, it can either be
accepted or deleted.

Applications
In May 2007, Zuckerberg introducedthe Facebook Platform, which gives individual

developers the ability to create applications forFacebook users. These applications
supplement Facebook's profile features and allow usersmore personalization options.

Thereis a wide range of applications, such as games, photo-editingdevices, political
commentary tools, calendars, etc. As of January 31, 2008, there are more than 14,000

applications (Facebook Statistics).

Photo Uploading
With this feature, users can upload personal photos from their digital cameras or from
scanned prints. Aside from profile pictures, users can also create digital albums which
can beaccessed by friends and networkmembers (depending on privacy controls). When

creating an album, auser can "tag" his or her friends that appear in the photo by clicking
their faces and typing in their names. Once someone has been tagged, a notificationis
sent to the respective user's inbox.From there, they can choose to accept or decline the
tagrequest. Also included in thealbums is a space which gives friends the ability to make
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comments on eachindividual picture. Once a comment is made, a notification is sent to

theuser for verification.

Privacy Controls
The ability to control our personal information from being leaked andaccessed by others
is just as important in Facebook as it is in the offline world. Privacy features have
evolved since the inception ofFacebook, with users steadily given more direct controls
over theirprofile pages. When users login, they can access a privacy control page which

allow themthe ability to restrict profile access, controltheir search/browse functions, and
monitor whatstories are published in theNewsfeed/Minifeed (see next page for more
details).
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Privacy Controls

Received written permission to use; courtesy ofFacebook(FacebookPress).
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Chapter

Three

Instant Validation: Identity Performance in Facebook
My claim is not that cyberspace is a medium where one can transcend thebounds of
race, gender, age, and soforth, anddiscover a kindofutopia on earth. (Although this is

exactly whatmuch internet hype still baldlyproclaims). As we shall see, cyberspace is
"
much more grounded in the "real world, in all its inequities andinjustices, than this
fantasy wouldadmit.

TedFriedman,Electric Dreams

Identity Performance

A performance can be defined as the sum of activity of a given participant which
seeks to influence the audience inany way (Goffman 1959:15). The ways people
construct their identity via performances is similar to how an actor assumes a role.

People's dramatizations ofroles become a part of their identity and are used in varying

circumstances dictated by the "established socialrole" (Goffman 1959:15). However,
appearance and manner can contradict with each other, as seen "when a performer who
appears to be ofhigher estate thanhis audience acts in a manner that is unexpectedly
equalitarian" (Goffman 1959:25). The audience does not have to accept the influence, but
can assume either active or passive roles with regard to the individual's performance.
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In his book ThePresentation ofSelfin Everyday Life, Erving Goffman argues that
individuals are motivated in trying to controlthe impression ofthe situation their
audiencereceives (Goffman 1959: 15; Faith 2007:3). He describes this action as
impression management. By engaging in this activity, a performance can beinfluenced
by an individual's expectations ofhow an audience will respond. For example, waiters do

this when they want to make good tips. They use a certain language and method of
interactionwhen performing for their customers andthen employ a different form of
identity withtheir friends. Sometimes, a performer can mistakenly confuse the audience's

expectations and/orestablished socialrole (Goffman 1959: 27). Goffman's example

includes: "Seamen, whose home away from home is rigorously he-man, tell stories of
coming back home andinadvertently asking mother to "pass the fucking butter"

(1959:15). When this occurs, theresponse from the audience can further cement the
established socialrole, or iftheresponse (or lack thereof) does not attempt to inhibit the
performance, the establishedrole can be tweaked or changed altogether. This shows the

effect the audiencehas on theperformer, demonstrating that while the performer tries to
"define the situation" for the audience, the audience'sreaction will greatly influencethe
explore howFacebook has
performer (Goffman 1959:22). Itis through this concept that I

been used by members as a way ofperforming inhopes of quick audiencereactions. To
further explore this issue, it is important to first understandhow online identities can be
constructed,and what societalbranches readily influencethat construction.

Influence of Society in Online Identity Construction
The people who createdandnow use Facebookhave generated new questions of
how SNSs impact individuals andtheir society. Iemphasize theirbecause although SNSs
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do have a considerable impact on the world, just as they do on the individual user, the
selective nature ofthe individual's socialinput in Facebook will affect society ina
similarly selective manner. Because of these connections,identity construction is heavily

influencedby the society in whichthe individualresides in andis subjected to. Social

psychologist Morris Rosenberg13 states, "If society may affect self esteem, so too may
self esteem affect society" (1989:240). Self-esteem andthe selfimage in Facebook can be
characterized as something as mundane as college freshmen posting portraits ofthem
standingin front of their school's studentunion, perhaps a subconscious symbolization of

their association with that school, or in more extreme terms, young people posting
pictures oftheir drunken nights and making comments on how wasted they were, all

because they want to feel a part of their particular community. Sometimes, the line
between reality and virtual reality do cross, and there exists consequences.
One such example, whichhas become a frequent occurrence on college campuses,
deals with parties in which students dress up as racial stereotypes and engage in racially
insensitive acts (Green 2006). Though extreme, theseparties demonstrate the interrelated
nature of society andthe self andhow Facebook has broken the chains of anonymity in

the internet.In fact, the University ofTexas Law School came under fire for just this type
ofincident after a group of first year students organizeda "GhettoFabulous" themed
party, complete withmalt liquor, fried chicken, "gangster" style clothing, andother

material commonly stereotyped withtheBlack community (Jensen 2006). It is known
that after university officials caught wind oftheparty, the suspected studentspled
13

It shouldbenoted that Rosenberg'stheory is very Western. Other societies, such as the Japanese,place a
high emphasis on group dynamics; thus making the group just as important, or in some cases more
important, than the individual.BecauseIuse Rosenberg, Iwillbe taking the Western perspective; thus
placingemphasis on the individualrather than the group.
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nothingbut ignorance, regarding the incident only as a serious error in judgment. UT's

Law SchoolDean Larry Sager stated, "Among the many ways to happily party in Austin,
thisparticular one was singularly heedless and odious" (MSNBC 2006).
What Rosenberg tells us about people's attachment to society may explain more
behind these students' actions. Rosenberg argues that self-esteem affects an "individuals'
feelings ofattachment to society"(1989:240). Considering all the students in question
were first year law students; many of whom were most likely new to Austin, it is not

surprising that even under the most absurd conditions these individuals found a way to
co-mingle and feel a part of the group. Many of these studentshave much incommon

with one another. They share the same courses andprofessors; they live in the same
community, under similar conditions, etc. So their selective social out-put (the party) was
directly received by these shared commonalities. In these students' case, the result of

their social output was harsh condemnation by theUT community: their professors, town,
classmates, etc (Jensen2006). This example shows how the direct results of students'

.

self-esteem andself image affect their surroundingsociety. .not society as a whole, but
their administrators, their community, their classmates, etc.
Unfortunately, the directresults produced by these "ghetto fabulous" parties have

brought forth serious questions ofracism on campus. But another question comes to
mind: justhow did the university find out about this in the first place? It was, after all, a
private party with only invited guests. In fact, theUniversity discovered this party after
pictures surfaced onFacebook. It appeared these bright and intelligent attorneys-to-be

forgot that posting such incriminating evidence on a site viewed by millions ofpeople
was a bad idea. However, racist parties arenot the only questionable occurrences in
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Facebook. In fact, there havebeen many instances of students postingunderage drinking
photos, over-sexualized portraits, racy comments on their friends' walls, etc. In one

highly publicized incident,a student was busted for skipping work after his employers
discovered Facebook photos proving he was not sick, as he had stated. In fact, thephotos
showed him in costume and drinking alcohol at aHalloween party, whichlater forced the
student to admit his real reason for skipping work: a massive hangover (WBZ, Boston).
But why would students do such things, nevertheless post such ill-thought out items on
one of themost accessed websites in the world? For a better understanding, we must

explore why some SNS users, specifically adolescents and young adults, make these
sporadic, impulse-driven decisions in online communities.

Goodstein suggests that impulsive decision-making in teens and young adults is
due to their underdeveloped brains, specifically the prefrontal cortex which, when fully
mature, allows individuals more control over impulses and the ability to make rational

decisions (2007). However, this fact alone does little to explain the nature of the
adolescent mind, much less why some teens and college students deliberately post

provocative items on an SNS; rather, it disregards society's influence on the individual,
which I
argue, has a much stronger impact than thepurely biological explanation as
described by Goodstein. For instance, the emphasis ofthe interrelated nature of society
andthe individual by Rosenberg andGoffman corroborates this point (1983; 1959), with
examples ofthis interrelation evident in many fields ofmodern mass communication: in

themedia, advertisements, television, etc. For example, the average Americanhousehold
watches 2 hours oftelevision a day, andlogs an average of 14 hours a week on the
internet (Dawley 2006). As an individual watches a television program or surfs the web, a
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digital citizenbecomes exposed to a digital society that can easily manipulate and

influence, from the moral guidance espoused by "Dr. Phil" to the political commentary
shoutedby the self described "truthiness" expert Stephen Colbert. Online, where users
have much more freedom to quench their thirst for digital adventure, the amount of
material is practically infinite. Websites catering to every need and want can be found, or
even made. Youth culture's strongrelationship with the internet and digital media

demonstrates how selected branches of society impact the adolescent and young adult. In
this case, thesebranches of society include popular cultureand marketing (i.e. celebrities,

popular music, trends, technology, etc.) Take for example the changing role of themedia.
What was once confined to print andradio waves,the media has since expanded with the
internet revolution. Blogs, digital tabloids, SNSs, and their accompanying advertisements
havethe advantage ofbeing accessed more readily than with theirpaper or television
counterparts. Because ofthis wide accessibility and outreachof online media, many

catering to a specific demographic, the impact onusers can be quite profound. In

adolescents, the impact could be as simple as influencing them to buy the latest fashion in

gadgets or clothes, or in a more open way,influencing their outwardbehavior. For
example,photos of celebrities in varying states ofinebriation (i.e. Britney Spears)
circulating the digital media frequently can influence an adolescent'sbehavior (Okey
2002:31), allowing them to think ifa celebrity can do this, then it is ok ifI
do it.By using

this rationale, then posting a racy photo or comment on their SNS will group them in the
same league as their idol, whereas becoming completely ostracized by their peers or even

authority figures is less likely to occur; it is accepted by their digital society. However, it

should be notedthat individuals who engage in provocative postings are not the majority
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ofFacebook users (Goodstein 2007). In fact, most users engage in fairly ordinary
discourse (messaging friends, uploading simple portraits, etc). Yet, everyone is
influenced by digital societies; just at different degrees, and we all channel this influence

in similar ways whenperforming our cyber-identities. With this inmind, the question of
use the term
how one performs their identity online is important. In discussing this, I

"instant validation" to describehow individuals engage in performance with the hopes of
receiving instant feedback from their audience.

Instant Validation

In relation to identity performance, Goffman argues that individuals create
"fronts" which are used as "expressive equipment" that are performed in a manner that
defines the situation forthe audience (1959:22). Fronts become an integral part between
therelationship ofthe individuals and their audience during a performance. Itis during
theperformance that the presentation of a front to the audiencebecomes an important
piece ofnegotiating one's identity. Goffman suggests that an audience can act as a judge
duringan individual's performance, stating that ifthe front an individual presents lacks
credibility and accuracy, the audience can feel compelled to "pounce on the chinks in his
symbolic armor" (1959:59).Essentially, the audience, regardless ofhow the performer

tries to define the situation through impression management, can respond to a
misrepresented and contradictory performance with criticism. It is in this play between

the individual and the audience the concept ofinstant validation becomes important.
Instant validation can be described as publishing one's image out into the open in order to
get positive and instant feedback (Goodstein 2007: 61). Whereas Goffman describes the
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interplay between the individual's front andthe audience, instant validationcan be
described as the action of performers publishing their fronts in hopes of receiving
instantaneous feedback from their audience. Facebook, Ibelieve,has become a major
carrier for this type of activity.
Instant validation is constantly beingplayed. We engage in it: when we call our
friends for advice, answer a question in class, or simply give a nod to a stranger crossing
our path. The degree to which people "push" themselves out in the open can be on any

end of the spectrum, but in instant validation, the expectation for audience reciprocation
and confirmation is key(Goodstein 2007). Take for example when a professor presents
an idea intended to receive a response to his or her class. Theprofessor is effectively

publishinga front in hopes ofreceiving instant feedback. This action is a form ofinstant

validation. Also, to receive a desired response, the professor may use impressive
management to influence how the audience willreact. Inmore symbolic terms, the way

people publish themselves by wearing certain attire, be it designer watches, diamond
rings, Italian-made suits, or even a modest pair of jeans,exemplify how we can engage in

non-verbal instant validation. And instant validation is not limited to the offline world. In

fact, SNSs form a new platform for this discourse, and essentially revolutionizehow
people engage in instant validation.
In Facebook, there exist a variety offunctions that broadcast users' selfimages to

their online community. Portraits, albums, journals,movie lists, relationship status, wall
postings, etc., are some ofthese broadcasting tools in Facebook. With these tools, users

of all ageranges have been found to overtly publish their image, in some cases to highly
sexualized and provocative lengths. Former editor inchief of SeventeenMagazine,
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Sabrina Weill, discusses the reason why teens and young adults feelmore emboldened to

push their image onlinerather than offline:
That distance, that barrier, emboldens teens to do things that they would never do

in person. No teen would ever strip down to their bathing suit at a party and say,
"look at my body," but essentially that's what you're doing when you post a

photo of yourself online... The thoughts that teens may be having are, "this is

"

funny" or this is fun, this is a dare," "Idon't usually feel sexy, but I'm going to

feel sexy today andpost a picture of myself in my bathing suit online."
(Goodstein 2007:63)

While Weill's account states that the barrier between offline andonline worlds allows for
young users to post provocative items because they feel they are situated in a non-

realistic setting, qualitative evidence refutes this assumption. A 1998New York Time's
article byMIT Professor Sherry Turkle states "we now see a fusion ofreal life and online
identity among adolescents that may enable a healthy expansion in how they think of

themselves" (Goodstein 2007:67). Ifthis was the case back in 1998, well before
mainstream SNSs hit the web, then the "barrier" between reality and the virtual world as
described by Weill is not as strong as believed to be, especially in Facebook where users
typically engage in instant validation with people they already know offline (Ellison et al

2007, vol.12).My interviews with UT Facebook users illustrate this point. For example,
when discussinghow hechooses his profile picture, Robert, an education senior, states he
wants a picture that people will laugh at, something that evokes a response inhis friends

which make them think, "He's a funny guy." Robert goes on to say:
UsuallyI
try tofind something thatmakes me lookfunny ...making a goofyface,

think it 'sfunny.
holding a beer bottle. IfIdo something stupid in apicture, I
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Also, Robert expresses how he enjoys reading his friends' comments on his pictures, in
most cases pictures that were only takenseveral hours ago at a party. Concerning his

"drunk pictures," Robert explained they were only available to his friends, andthat he
usedFacebook'sprivacy control features to prevent strangers from viewing them.
Privacy, he told me, was a major factor inbeing a dedicatedFacebook user. Facebook,he

said, "is anotherdimension to my life...1can restrict access like Irestrict access to my
house, room, or car." Along similar lines,Rebecca, an engineering junior, views her
photos as tools in conveying her personality to people. She also uses them to spark some

humor with herFacebook friends. She explains:
pickfunny thingsfor myprofilepicture, like me being inebriated or doing
I

dumb things...or things thatI'vepainted. I've untagged like two because they
were really gross. [Ithen askedher to elaborate a bit]Myfriend Stephanie

thought it wouldbefunny to zoom in my cleavage andpost that on Facebook.
Yea, that's whereI
draw the line.

Even upon revealing how her privacy hadbeen violated, Rebecca dismissed the event
with a smile on her face, only to say that it got a lot oflaughs out ofher friends. Inmore
sobering terms Maria, a senior political science major, discusses this same formofinstant

validation. In contrast to Robert and Rebecca, she explained tome how she rarely uses

photos to broadcast her image, but instead uses quotes and movie lists. She states:
"

/ do have one quote,from Woody Allen that says somethinglike I
know I
don't

smoke but I
look so handsome with a cigarette inmy mouthI
can 't not have
guess that is one thing up there that is a reflection ofmypersonality
one"I

becauseI
don'tsmoke that much. I
also have myfavorite movie list up as well,
andmy work, and whereIgo to school, andI
havepicture albums only available
to my friends.
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When asked how these quotes andmovie lists were tiedintoher expectations of eliciting
responses from friends, Maria asserted that she uploads items that are only a reflection of

her, not of what she thinks others want her to be. She acknowledged that by uploading
the Woody Allen quote andher favorite movie lists, she hadhoped her sense ofhumor
wouldbe conveyed to her audience, demonstrating that even somethingperceived to be
as innocuous as a quote can stillbe performed with expectations of an instantresponse. In

fact, she hadreceived several messages commenting on her quote andmovie list only
hours after updating herprofile.

Robert,Rebecca, andMaria's narratives provide revealing examples ofhow
instant validation manifestsitself inFacebook and the SNS world. Theuniversal
assertionthat Facebook is a form of private space demonstratedby the rest ofinformants
suggests that instant validation in an online sense is not as different as it is in the offline

world. While a computer program willnever exist in the same reality of the offline world,
Turkle'sbelief in a "fusion" between the online and offline self is wholly represented in
Facebook today (Goodstein 2007:67). In reality though, the introductionofthe SNS,
Facebook in particular, has changed the role ofthe internet - from a shield of digital
anonymity to a semi-open landscape where our offline and onlineidentities differ little.

With our full identities at stake in theopen environment of an SNS, the "barrier" users
once enjoyed has now been diminished. Because of this,most users engage in instant

validation to the degree in which they trust a person, as demonstrated withRobert
regarding his privacy controls over his pictures, or Maria's hesitation to upload her

picture for fear others will find her immodest. Why they engage in this discourse varies
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fromperson to person. But to sum it up,Rebecca simply put, "this is why Ilove this
site. ..you can post such stupid things for your friends to see and get a response so quick."

Fig. 1
In conclusion, my subjects reveal that by actively publishingperformances of

their identitiesvia the mechanisms ofFacebook, their engagement in instant validation
has become a form of identity testing. The significance is that when users engage in
instant validation they are effectively testing their identities in which their audienceis the

grader. Theuser's published material (photos, messages, wall postings, etc.) is displayed
to the audience (typically Facebook friends, but not always the case) who thenprocess

the information andelicit a response (or sometimes ignore altogether). The response from
the audience (or lack thereof) becomes a critique oftheperformance published by the
user, which in turn, can affect the constructionof the user's identity.
Model of instant validation inFacebook. Illustrates how theuser's performances (viaphotos,messages,
etc) are processed andresponded to by the audience. The audience's response can thenbeused as an
influential agent in the further construction of the user's online display of identity.
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Instant validation in Facebook is essentially the same as it is offline; however,
Facebook provides one key feature which cannot be readily found outsideof the internet:
instant access to a responsive audience. Offline, there exist few social situations in which
a person would have access to a large, responsive audience, and even at that, itis highly

unlikely a person wouldhave instant access (i.e.being able to interact with an audience

whenever; and the ability to receive quick feedback). Facebook has essentially solved
that problem; thus giving people the ability to engage with an audience faster and more

efficiently than they ever could offline.
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Instant Validation inFacebook

FacebookPress-issued profile format (i.e. fake profile). Notice Eliza's comment onHolly Ann
Calloway'sphoto: an example ofaudience critique. Also, Eliza acts as aperformer withher video
recording entitled "woot." Received written permission to use; courtesy of Facebook (FacebookPress).
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16

The author's profile. After updating my status bar to inform my friends about new job in Japan,I
received several congratulatory wall postings, many of which weresent only a few hours after updating my
profile.Received written permission to use; courtesy ofFacebook.
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A photouploadedby aninformant. Notice the comments. Received writtenpermission to use; courtesy
ofFacebook.
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The Imaginary Audience

DevelopmentalPsychologist Jeffrey Jensen Amett proposes that the rise in digital
self-portraiture comes from "a high-tech way of expressing an impulse among teenagers

and young adults calledthe imaginary audience" (Willaims 2006; Goodstein 2007:64).
According to Arnett, adolescents and young adults often imagine greater interest in

themselves on thepart of their social environments than actually exist -they entertain

'imaginary audiences.' Thereis a subconscious beliefthat people are constantlylooking
at them and judging what they are doing, even ifit is as benign as walking across a

parking lot (Goodstein 2007). Thepresence of this imaginary audience acts as an
influential agent in convincing users their performances are beingreadily watched, and
since Facebook can provide a faster/more efficient method of communication toa wide
IS.

audience, users might be more willing to engage in instant validationbased on their
belief a large audience is waiting to critique and comment on their performances.
The fact thatFacebook displays a user's friends list in the profile page

practically illustrates a visual form of an imaginary audience.Users may believe that their
friends are taking every little detail oftheir profile into account, when inreality the
majority of their friends are either not loggedin, or do not readily check their page.

Ellison et al. foundthat 97 percent of Michigan State University Facebook users believe
at any given

1R

time their profile page is being viewed by old high school friends; 91percent

As opposed to telephone,in-person, or video communication. The main difference between these forms
ofcommunication and Facebook is that Facebook allows an individual to have universal access to an
audience, whereas offline,potential audience members mayhave social limitations that can vary their
receptivenesstowards individual performers (i.e. A few ofmy informants describedhow they feel awkward
chatting on the phone with a certainperson,andprefer to instead use a moreimpersonal communication
device: the internet).
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believe fellow classmates are viewing their profile; and 90 percentbelieve their profile is
viewed by "other friends" (2007). The study implies that these three examples are based
off of the user's addedFacebook friends. However,the article also states that 80 percent
assumed their audience to be "totalMSU strangers," as well as 79 percent perceived their
audience as "someone they met at a party" (2007). Thelatter two results signify how
participants in this study assume an imaginary audiencemuch in the same way a student

walking across campus would perceive being viewed by "totalMSU strangers." The
combined data fromEllison et al.demonstrates a strong likelihood thatFacebook users,
as in the case of MSU, frequently assume an imaginary audience.

However, my informants' personal reflections contradict Ellison et al.'s findings,

whereas the majority ofthem rejected the idea that they believed they were being
watched constantly, especially by randomUT users.Maria elaborated, stating,
don't want to thinkpeople
/ like to thinkI'm not that interesting or exciting. I
are clicking into my profile all the time.

The only people that she admitted were, inher thoughts, viewing her profile at any time,
were "close friends or members ofher student organization." Christine, an engineering

student whose profile contains more portraits andpictures (many containing "drunk party
pics"), still agrees that only closefriends look at her profile, and even at that, "they do not

look often."In fact, the majority ofmy subjects, whose Facebook-use ranges from
logging on only once a week to several times a day,agreed with these notions: (1) They

did not perceive beingreadily watched, (2) those who did visit their profiles were just
"close friends," and (3)they were indifferent to who was looking at their profile at a
particular time.
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While these accounts contradict Ellison et al.'s findings, they do not disprove the
existence of an imaginary audience in Facebook. Rather, my findings indicate that my

subjects either consciously conceal their imaginary audience, or are completely unaware
ofits existence in their cyber-lives. Another possible reason could be caused by the

personal nature ofmy fieldwork itself Perhaps my informants, because of the interview
format, did not feelcomfortable disclosing their true imaginary audience perceptions (an

example of a social desirability response), whereasEllison et al.'s subjects had a veil of
anonymity due to the study's internet- survey based format (2007). In order to address

these inconsistencies, more research, in combined qualitative and quantitative
methodology should be performed with a larger participant group from different colleges
across theUS.

Instant Validation and Symbolic and Social Capital

Symbolic capital can be described as the "quantity of honor or prestige a
particular person holds within the context of particular social structures" (Traphagan,
2007). People use this capital in discourse, implementing power andinfluence, as well as
promoting theirindividual sense of self. Theinstruments ofinfluence form as intangible

social constructs, such as a title or diploma. However, symbolic capital is dependent on
its societal context, whereas different societies may have different applications for such
instruments ofinfluence. For example, a public school teacher in one country can be
viewed as a diligent educator on par with the best university professors, or in another
country couldbe viewed as a simple public servant with little admiration. They are both

of the same profession, but the two societies have different interpretations on their
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symbolic capital. Symbolic capital is also a part of a person's identity (Traphagan).

Symbolic capital shouldnot be confused with social capital; however, the two concepts
are not mutually exclusive. Social capital as John Traphagan explains is

Identified in terms of a person's position within a matrix of social relationships;
it implies having attained wealth in some form (economic, knowledge, etc), and
for example, an education represents a means of attaining social capital. (2007)
This demonstrates that one's symbolic capital (ex. title of nobility) can beused as a form
ofsocial capital (confirmation of power). In Facebook, users engage in this form of
discourse frequently (affiliation with schools, Greek life, exclusive groups, etc).
However, the real point ofinquiry is whetherFacebook students actively convert

symbolic capital into social capital, andif so, how often. In conjunction with thisidea, I

asked my informants ifand/orhow their associations with Facebook-related items

(groups,relationship-status, friends list, college network, etc) were used in cyber
discourse - for example, how they felt about their attachments to the UT Facebook
community relative to friends from other schools andnetworks. Christine affirms her
feelings on the exclusivity ofbeing a college student in an ever expansive public

Facebook. She states:
thought it wasa great idea and genius to
I
hate it (thefacebook expansion) I

have itfor justcollege students...l
hated that it expanded to high school also,
because since I
went to a small high school, all the little high schoolers started
wasn 't even friends with them in thefirst
adding me asafriend, sometimes I

place, andI
just ignored them until theyactually got a college account.

Christine's process of ignoring high school friend requests basedupon them not attaining
the level she deems fit, in this case being a part of a university network, shows how she
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uses her university affiliation as a form ofsocial capital. She explained further that the

connectedand closed-community feelthat Facebook once enjoyed prior to the expansion
hadbeen "completely lost." Along the same lines, Brett, an engineering senior, remarked:
/ thought it was cool when it was a college thing, that's what made it unique. I
guessfor them it was in their best interest. It was kind oflike a closed
community. The onlypeople I
want to contact on Facebook are in that

demographic (college students).
Therest of my subjects expressed similar sentiments. Also, the majority of them felt a
sense ofprivilege and class from being college students in the rapidly expanding

Facebook. In fact, new statistics show that roughly 49 percent ofFacebookusers are
college students19,making them not only a minority, but a minority in a website that was
once solely dedicated to their kind (Facebook Statistics). And it has become evident that

UT students, though not always in an overt way,use their status as members of their
university's network as a form of social capital.

Another potential form of social capital in Facebook is a user'sfriends list. In

Facebook, a friends listbecomes an essential component of the user's identity in whichit
can be readily accessed. Whereas offline, one has the ability to conceal their friendships,

in Facebook though, your friendships andrelationships are broadcast for many to see.
With this in mind, thepotential for this function to be used as social capital is high. While
most ofmy informants disclosed they have never viewed their friends list as a form of

capital, they did recognize that some Facebook users add large quantities of people just
for the sake ofhaving a high number of"friends." In fact, my informants plainly stated
19

To be precise, they are college students that aremembers of college networks.
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their disgust with these people. When asked how heviewed his friends list as a form of
capital, Robert responded:
I
have veryfew realfriends...maybe like10
have around300friends, butI

don't add anyone. I
wait till someone adds me.
percent are my realfriends. I
SinceI
have sofewpeople on the site that are really myfriends I
justdon't go
don't think having a lot offriends on Facebook
addingpeople at random. I

really means anything.

Christine similarly states:
I
probably have around400friends onFacebook...about halfofthem arepeople
met at school, so ifI
see them, I
willstop by andchatfor afew minutes,
that I

but the ones that are realfriends, that I'llgo andspend the weekend with, are
around 30...1don'tlike the people who rack upfakefriends just to seem popular
mean, it's just the internet!
on Facebook, I

BothRobert and Christine's thoughts are echoedby all ofmy informants20,which suggest
that the amount of friends in Facebookis not actively used as a form ofsocial capital.
However, if "friends" are being used as capital, the market value wouldbereduced

heavily based upon the largely negative views displayedby my informants. Also, my

informants' responses raised an interestingpoint: if only a small percentage of their
friends are seen as true "friends," then whatis the purpose of adding everyone else?
"
'
Ellison et al.'s article, Benefits ofFacebook "Friends: College Students Use ofOnline
SocialNetwork Sites, found a positive relationship between certain forms ofFacebook
use andthe maintenance and creationof social capital in Michigan State University

My informants' averagenumber of friends was around 250.
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undergraduates, specifically in why they create these "weak-ties" withnon-friends
(2007). They go on to state:

Our findings suggest thatcertainkinds ofFacebook use can help students
accumulate and maintain bridging social capital. This form ofsocial capital which is closely linked to the notionof "weak ties" -seems well-suited to social
software applications, as suggestedby Donath and boyd(2004), because it
enables users to maintain such ties cheaply and easily. Although more research
is needed to understand thenature ofthis trend, we suspect thatFacebook serves
to lower thebarriers to participation so that students who might otherwise shy

away from initiating communication with or responding to others are

.

encouraged to do so through Facebook's affordances. .This implies that highly
engaged users are using Facebook to crystallize relationships that might

otherwise remain ephemeral (Ellison et al. 2007, vol. 12)
In fact, my informants generally responded that the main purpose of usingFacebook was
to keep in touch with oldhigh school friends, many of whom they would not readily

correspond with if they were not on Facebook. Robert toldme,
It's nice for the people that I'm not really close to, to be able tofind out what

they 're doing without calling them and talking to them for a long time.

Maria shares similar thoughts, stating
It'sjust onemore way to keep in touch. Sometimes calling someone you don't
know that well, itcan be awkward. It is easier to write on their wall, instead of
calling them up...it 'sjust a smaller step...andifyoudon 't want to respond, you

don't have to.
These sentiments were not exclusive to just Robert and Maria; in fact the majority of my
informants expressed similar feelings. AlthoughEllison et al.'s conclusions were drawn
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primarily through quantitative data (surveys),my personal interviews further corroborate

their findings.

In terms ofidentity performance, it can be shown that theproducts ofinstant
validation can be used as forms of social capital. Just as college Facebook members use
their university affiliation as a form of capital, as in the case of Christine, responses from
audiencemembers provoked through instant validation can, in some cases,be used in
similar manners. For example, when showingme her various albums, Rebecca explained
to me that comments she receives from friends (regarding her pictures) are accessible to
anyone that can view her profile. Because of this, she told me that any comments that

were blatantly offensive or condemnatory couldberemoved. After asking why she felt

compelled to remove these types of comments, Rebecca statedthat the point of

displaying photos (specifically racy party pictures with many ofher friends tagged
along), would be to receive a lightheartedand "silly" response from her audience, not
something negative or disapproving in nature. Sheallowed me to glance at a few ofher

pictures and their accompanying responses. The comments ranged from online displays

of laughter (101, lmao, etc) , compliments, andlighthearted criticism written in a
01

sarcastic manner.
When exploring this issue with the rest ofmy informants, it was demonstrated
that they universally engaged in the same form ofbehavior. Although Rebecca, like all of
my informants, did not specifically state that the inclusion of positive comments were a

form of capital, it can be inferred that the high frequency in separating out bad comments
Lol is an abbreviation for "laughing out loud;"LMAO stands for "laughing my ass off." Both are used
frequently as a form ofinternet slang.
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from good can be seen as a method of categorizing a formof capital. Since theuser has
full control over comments, itis very possible that the allowance ofpositive comments

produced from instant validation can be thenused as a form of social capital on
Facebook.
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Conclusion
Facebook has become a platform for identity performance, with many ofits
members actively using, andalmost exploiting its streamlined digital features to perform
for their audience. By further exploring how users perform their identities, ithas been
demonstrated that the active engagementin instant validation has become a form of

identity testing in which the audience'sresponse can influence how theuser further
constructs his or her identity. As shown in some instances, the audience'sresponse can

thenbeused as a form ofsocial capital andtraded and exchanged in the online social
marketplace. Furthermore, the presence of an imaginary audience, though verbally denied

but supported by the actions of my informants, enables users to believe that their
published material will be instantly accessed, digested, and responded to. SinceFacebook
essentially categorizes an imaginary audience via the friends list, thenit is not surprising

the sitehas become a place where individuals constantly perform.
The significance ofthis research is that while instant validationis beingplayed
bothonline and offline, Facebookhas the ability to connect a user with a large and

geographically diverse audience who in some cases consist ofpeople the user cannot
personally interact with on a regular basis. Because of this, Facebook gives users a faster
and more efficient method of communication to a wide audience, andthus allows for
instant validation to be played with relative ease. Although most of my findings reflect
the contributions made by my informants, further research encompassinglarger
participant groups shouldbe conducted to explore whether thehigh engagement in instant

validation is an ongoing trend among allFacebook users.
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When exploring cyberspace the question of whether this digital landscape
embodies a certainlife form comes to mind - isit real or imaginary? In JulianDibbell's
groundbreaking article, A Rape in Cyberspace, he asserts that cyberspace is "neither

exactly real nor exactly make-belief, but profoundly, compellingly, and emotionally true"
(Dibbell 1993). The ways in whichFacebook users actively engage in identity
performance via instant validation fulfilsDibbell's belief. The computer age, like never

before, is seeing a cyber-community actively participate in discourses that were once
bound to the terms of offline worlds. As Facebook users continually engage in these

discourses, our concept of the cyber-world changes from an imaginary existence toa new
and very real form ofidentity exploration.
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